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7
Context Discovery

in Online News

In Chapter 5 we looked at user behavior in “closed” environments such as iTunes,
and in Chapter 6 we followed with modeling user activity patterns in “semi-
open” environments such as websites of news agents. In this chapter we expand
our study to open environments by looking at user browsing behavior on the
web. Modeling user browsing behavior is an active research area with tangible
real-world applications, e.g., organizations can adapt their online presence to
their visitors’ browsing behavior with positive effects in user engagement, and
revenue. We concentrate on online news agents, and present a semi-supervised
method for predicting news articles that a user will visit after reading an initial
article. Our method tackles the problem using language intent models—language
models that capture readers’ intent—trained on historical data which can cope
with unseen articles. We evaluate our method on a large set of articles and in
several experimental settings. Our results demonstrate the utility of language
intent models for predicting user browsing behavior.

7.1 Introduction

Social media has changed the way news is produced and consumed, with well
established news publishers having lost large share of their readers. The continuous
decline in readership is reflected in revenue, urging news publishers to seek new
ways for monetizing their news articles. One of the many ways to do so is to
increase the amount of time users spend on a news site. Central in achieving
an increased user dwelling time within a site’s property is the concept of user
engagement (Attfield et al., 2011), or quality of the user experience with an
emphasis on the positive aspects of the interaction. Research in this area suggests
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7. Context Discovery in Online News 154

that enhancing a web page with contextual information has a positive impact on
user engagement (Gamon et al., 2008; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007). This is a type
of context discovery problem, and a typical approach to it is to enhance a source
document with background information in the form of hyperlinks to or content
from a knowledge base (e.g., news, Wikipedia). The majority of these approaches,
however, disregards the role of the user in discovering the right context for a web
page which is important in a setting where user goals might change after the
user visits the web page and new content is added continuously. The importance
of browsing behavior as an information gathering activity has been discussed
by White et al. (2009).

As a working example, think of a news article announcing a forthcoming
football game, and one reporting on the results of the game. In the first article
a user might be interested in finding additional information about the teams’
setup, whereas in the second they may be more interested in watching the game
highlights. Other examples are news articles reporting great natural disasters,
e.g., Haiti’s earthquake, or the tsunami in Japan, where users might want to see
information about emergency services, the Red Cross, or weather reports. Our
focus is to recommend webpages as part of the context discovery task. In contrast
to previous approaches (White et al., 2009) that employ contextual sources for
modeling users’ interests, we use only the users’ queries and the contents of the
articles browsed by the users.

The main focus in this chapter is context discovery: for a given news article, and
optionally a user, the system needs to discover webpages that the user is likely to
visit after reading the article. The task is challenging due to data sparsity issues
that arise from the inherent volatility of the news domain, and the broad range of
possible user intents, which lead to a heavy tailed distribution of user destinations
after they visit a news article. To quantify this claim, we conducted an exploratory
experiment. From a set of user sessions extracted from query logs we identified
web pages that are news articles, and classified them into categories, e.g., Science,
Business, Entertainment. For each article we recorded the internet domains of
the web pages that users visited after reading the news article, and assigned
these domains to the article’s news category. We also record the popularity of a
domain per category by counting the number of visits to the domain from articles
in that category. Fig. 7.1 illustrates our findings on users’ navigational patterns
after reading web pages in Yahoo! News. Red circles represent news categories,
and white to blue shaded circles represent domains (white denotes least popular,
and dark blue highly popular). News categories are laid out in space based on
how they are connected to the domains. This results in an inner circle of news
categories which forms a perimeter within which lie domains shared by these news
categories, and outside of it are domains mostly unique to each category. The
outer red dot perimeter includes categories that do not share common domains,
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Figure 7.1: News categories show distinct patterns of where users navigate next
after reading a news article. Red circles denote news categories, blue shaded
circles denote internet domains; darker shades represent targets from many news
categories. The two dark blue domains in the middle correspond to Wikipedia,
and Yahoo! News.

i.e., Wikipedia, Yahoo! News, search engines, but share one or two rather “unique”
domains attached to another category. Our findings suggest that there is a distinct
set of domains where people navigate to depending on the category of the news
article they read, forming a heavy tailed distribution of user navigational patterns.
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A natural way of predicting where a user will navigate next after reading
a news article is to use methods from the recommender systems literature to
suggest articles based on what articles users visited in the past. There are several
challenges, however, given our setting. Most importantly, we are not interested
in recommending articles similar to the one that the user has read, but we want
to recommend articles that provide more context to it, and adapt to the changes
that occur in the user’s cognitive model once the user reads the article. This is
an important difference because the recommended articles have the additional
constraints of topical relatedness, timeliness, and adaptation to the article at hand.
For example, when a user reads an article about the tsunami in Japan, we want to
present them with articles about this particular event that add to the information
being read, and not articles on tsunamis in other regions in the past. Another
challenge arises from the fast paced dynamics of news, which lead to data sparsity
and the cold start problem, both of which are known to affect the performance of
recommender systems (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). In Chapter 3 we found
that news articles attract most attention on the day they are published (we will look
at this phenomenon again later, in Section 7.5), a characteristic that shortens their
exposure time to the public, and reduces the number of views that they receive
with direct effects on the size of available data for training recommender systems.
These challenges restrain us from training robust recommendation models for
articles that appear in user sessions, and make online recommendation virtually
impossible for articles with no record in user sessions (we have to wait for at least
one user trace).

Our approach to overcome these limitations is to cast the context discovery
task as an information retrieval problem, and develop methods for modeling user
browsing intent in a query that is issued to an index of candidate news articles.
Our methods infer the user navigation patterns by mapping the current article that
a user reads to a query into article intent space. Article intent space represents the
content of articles likely to be clicked after the current one. This approach tackles
both challenges raised above as follows. First, modeling article intent as proxy for
user browsing intent helps to smooth out data sparsity issues. Second, modeling
article intent allows for making predictions for unseen articles via the article intent
space.

In this chapter, we seek answers to the following research questions:

RQ 10. What is the effectiveness of language intent models on pre-
dicting news articles that a user is likely to read next?

We break down this research question into three sub-questions based on three
query models that we will describe later; using the article the user read first, using
the article intent model of this article, and using a linear combination of both:
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RQ 10/1. What is the retrieval effectiveness of our three query model-
ing approaches? And, what is the effect of temporal bias on
the retrieval model?

RQ 10/2. What is the effect on retrieval effectiveness of four weighting
schemes for estimating the weights of each model in the linear
combination of article and article intent models?

RQ 10/3. Can retrieval effectiveness be improved if we change the unit
of retrieval from articles to article intent models?

The main contribution of this chapter is a model trained on historical data for
making real-time predictions about the browsing patterns of users. The model
requires little information to be available at prediction time. We envisage our work
to have concrete applications in enhancing user experience and engagement via
dynamic link suggestion, result recommendation, and personalized web content
optimization. Such applications can prove valuable to news agents, publishers,
and consumers. News providers can leverage this information to generate focused
recommendations via links to their consumers. In turn, consumers can save time
completing their goal as relevant hyperlinks, or snippets from likely to visit web
pages, and ads can be displayed on the same web page as the article.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin formally by defining
the problem in Section 7.2, we outline our approach to it in Section 7.3, present our
modeling and retrieval methods in Section 7.4 and 7.5, describe our experimental
setup in Section 7.6, report on our results in Section 7.7, discuss our findings in
Section 7.8, and conclude in Section 7.9.

7.2 Problem definition

We cast the problem of context discovery as follows. Given a collection of documents
A, a set of query sessions T , a user query q, and a document d ∈ A that the user
read, return a ranked list of documents that a user is likely to read after reading
d. Query sessions are records of queries and actions that users perform on web
search engines, and they represent latent information about the users’ interests,
preferences, and behaviors (Boldi et al., 2008). The set of query sessions is defined
as

T := {(q, d, . . . , o)} ,

where o is either a document or another query.
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We reduce the complexity of the problem in two ways. First, we only focus
on the news domain. In this respect, documents in A are news articles, and the
majority of user queries we deal with is of informational type (Broder, 2002).
Second, we focus on methods that use only textual information derived from the
content of the article. Our motivation for this decision is two-fold. First, we have
seen in Chapters 3 and 4 that the contents of the article lead to good retrieval
performance compared to other modeling approaches, and second, we want our
methods to be comparable to others where no additional signals are available. To
this end, we omit information from query logs, or the web graph as signals for
ranking, e.g., time spent on each document, hyperlinks between the documents.

To make things more tangible, consider a query session from a user u that is
filtered to consist only of queries, and news articles. Let two users u1, and u2 issue
the same informational query q to a search engine, and then click on a retrieved
news article, possibly read it, then return to the search results, and click on another
article. In the process, they may choose to refine their query according to the
current state of their cognitive model which is now possibly altered after visiting
the clicked news articles. This iterative process is illustrated in the following two
traces, one for each user:

u1 := q1 → d1 → d2 → q2 → d3 → · · · → du1

u2 := q1 → d3 → q2 → d1 → d2 → · · · → du2

We see user u1 issuing a query, then visiting article d1, then going back to the
results page and selecting another article d2. After visiting d2, u1 decided to refine
their query, issued q2, and continued visiting other articles. A similar process
occurs for user u2, however, the order in which u2 visits the articles is different,
and also, the position within the trace of the second query is different. To sum up,
the context discovery task is defined as: predict d2, . . . , du (as a set) given q and
d1 for a user u.

7.3 Approach

Our approach is to estimate a query model q̂ that reflects the user’s browsing intent,
namely, what article the user is likely to read after clicking d1. The rationale is that
when q̂ is submitted to an index of articles, a retrieval system will return articles
that are likely to be read by user uk. To this end, our efforts are concentrated on
defining the query model q̂.

How do we go about defining q̂? We build on the idea that deriving models
from the content of articles that follow d1 in user traces can represent user’s
browsing intent. Such models are likely to capture the relation between content,
and patterns of user behavior (which reflect changes in the user’s cognitive model)
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Figure 7.2: Our approach for recommending articles based on user browsing
intent.

via information from the query sessions. In other words, the query sessions define
an intent space by linking articles together. We call this type of model article intent
models (AIMs) because they aggregate the intent of all users that have visited d1.
Fig. 7.2 sketches the components of our system.

Articles for which the system will make predictions do not necessarily exist in
the pool of news articles, or have been recorded in user sessions. Without content
for the article, or articles that users have visited next, it is impossible to derive
article intent models for these articles. We account for this issue by building on
the assumption that similar articles lead to similar user traces. This way, articles
that do not occur in user sessions are assigned the intent model of the most similar
article that has one. This idea also helps assigning intent models to previously
unseen articles, and allows coping with an expanding pool of articles.

With the article intent models in place, we estimate the query q̂ using informa-
tion from either the content of the article, its corresponding intent model, or a
mixture of both. For the latter case, we derive several weighting methods which
are presented in Section 7.4.4.

A retrieval system based on a widely used, state-of-the-art information retrieval
method receives the query q̂ and returns a ranked list of news articles from an
index. We consider two types of units of retrieval. In the first, articles are the unit
of retrieval, and in the second, the unit retrieval is set to article intent models. The
latter consists of an additional step where the retrieved article intent models are
mapped back to news articles.

Given that our system returns articles that the user is likely to visit next, relevant
articles for our task are deemed those that follow d1 in user sessions. In order to
ensure that the user has read the article in question, we discard articles in which
users spent less than 30 seconds (Kelly and Belkin, 2004). The system is evaluated
on whether it manages to retrieve these relevant articles in early positions.
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Table 7.1: Description of the main symbols we use.

Symbol Gloss

A Pool of news articles in the database
T Pool of user traces
τk k-th user trace in T
υk User identifier of trace k
q Query
d Article in A
w Token in a language model
cθ Article LM trained on content
pθ Article LM trained on persons
oθ Article LM trained on organizations
lθ Article LM trained on locations
tθ Article LM trained on time expressions
θ Article language model vector
θI Article intent model vector (AIM)
P (w|θ) Probability of sampling w from article LM
P (w) A priori probability of sampling w
n(w, d) Frequency of w in article
sKL(·) Symmetric KL divergence
ξ Weight parameter for LM linear combination

7.4 Modeling

We present the methods for addressing the steps involved in our approach:
(a) model the news article, (b) model article intent, and (c) define a query q̂
from the first two steps.

We start with a pool of news articles A := {d1, . . . , dN}, where N is the size
of the pool, and a set T := {τ1, . . . , τK} of user traces τk := (uk, q, d1, . . . , dlk),
similar those described in Section 7.2, with 1 ≤ k ≤ K and K is the total number
of user traces in our database. uk is an anonymized user identifier, and lk is the
length of the k-th user trace in clicks. Table 7.1 contains a list of symbols used
throughout this chapter.

7.4.1 Article models

An article d is represented as a vector of language models θ drawn from φ different
distributions, each one defined over its own event space. For achieving a rich
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representation of the textual content of the article, we focus on three families of
sources for learning language models: (i) the unigrams of the news article, (ii) the
named entities therein, and (iii) the time expressions mentioned in the article. We
motivate the use of each source in turn.

Article content The body of the news article itself is an important source of
information for training language models that represent it; this is what our experi-
mental results suggest in Chapter 3 and 4, and also previous work in probabilistic
modeling for retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998; Zhai and Lafferty, 2004). We follow
the findings from Chapter 3, and use the contents of article body, and title for
training a unigram language model.

Named entities A great majority of news articles refers to people, organizations,
and locations. To this extent, we extract named entities from news articles, and
train a language model per named entity type, i.e., persons, organizations, and
locations. The rationale behind is that if an article focuses on a particular named
entity, the named entity will occur many times in the article, resulting in a language
model that emits this named entity with high probability.

Temporal expressions Real world events are central to news reporting, and
news articles connect the development of events through time expressions, e.g.,
“last week,” “in one month.” Using time expressions can help identify articles that
discuss the same time period of an event (Kanhabua et al., 2011). We group time
expressions into three classes, i.e., past, present, and future relative to the article’s
publication date. A language model trained on time expressions consists of these
three classes, and the probability of emitting a class is proportional to the number
of time expressions that belong to this class.

For every article d in A we train a language model for each of the three
sources we described above: the article content, the named entities, and the
temporal expressions. We assume that each article is drawn from three multinomial
distributions, each one defined over its own event space E of token occurrences w.
We smooth the number of times a token w is present in the article using Dirichlet
smoothing, thus defining the probability of a token w to be generated from the
language model θ as:

P (w|θ) =
n(w, d) + µP (w)

|d|+ µ
,

where n(w, d) is the frequency of token w in d, |d| is the article length in to-
kens, P (w) is the a priori probability of w, and µ the Dirichlet smoothing hyper-
parameter (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004).
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7.4.2 Article intent models

Next, we move from the article space to the intent space using the user traces in
T . An article intent model (AIM) θI for an article d aggregates the intent of all
users who read d by using the articles that the users read after d as proxy. More
formally, θI is defined as the combination of the language models of the articles
users browsed afterwards,

θI =

K∑
k=1

lk∑
i=j

λ(i)θi,

where j is the position of d in trace τk, and λ(i) is a weighting function dependent
on the position of an article within τk. λ(i) is likely to be a exponential decay
function, however, due to the sparseness of the dataset we set it to be uniform
over all article models.

Noise in query logs (Silverstein et al., 1999), along with data sparsity, i.e., the
small number of articles users visit after reading a news article (see Section 7.6 for
a description of our dataset) can lead to poor estimation of article intent models.
To account for this effect, we describe a method for assigning more than one AIM
to an article. We work as follows. First, we compute the pairwise similarity of all
articles in the pool for which we can compute article intent models, i.e., the article
appears in user traces and users have visited other articles afterwards. Then, we
assign each article d a vector V of tuples that consist of an article intent model
along with the similarity scores between the article intent model’s associated article
and d:

V :=
〈

(1,θI), . . . , (sν ,θ
I
ν)
〉
,

where (1,θI) denotes the article intent model associated with d, and (sν ,θ
I
ν)

corresponds to article dν which is sν similar to d by the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between θ and θnu (see Section 7.5), and has an intent model θIν .

Intent models for unseen articles The method we developed so far requires
that an article d is known (i.e., is an element of A) and have been visited at least
once (i.e., is an element of T ). In many situations, however, these constraints are
not met (think of a new incoming article without logged visits) and the projection
of an article to intent space becomes impossible. Our next step is to refine our
method to work under these relaxed conditions.

The key idea is that users reading similar articles are likely to have similar
intent, and therefore produce similar traces. Practically, it means that an unseen, or
unvisited article that is similar to some degree to an article that has an associated
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article intent model, can also be associated with that article intent model. We
continue with a formal approach for projecting unseen, or unvisited articles to
intent space.

Let d be an article with no AIM associated with it. We want to find articles
similar to αn for which there exist AIMs, for estimate an article intent model for αn.
We begin with the first step. If the intent models are generated from an unknown
data distribution P (ΘI), our goal is to find a model θI that maximizes:

P (θIn) =

∫
P (θIn|Θ

I)P (θI)dΘI .

We approximate the integral using the finite set of intent models generated from
the articles in A:

|A|∑
j=1

P (θIj )P (θI |θIj ).

There are several possibilities for selecting θIj . One is to assume that documents
with similar language models have similar intent models, and therefore P (θIn|θ

I
j ) ∝

sim(θn|θj). The selected article index is, then, the one that maximizes

j = argmax
j∈{0,...,|A|}

(sim(θ|θj)). (7.1)

The similarity function we use for sim() is the standard symmetric KL-divergence
(defined in Section 7.5). In practice, we create an index of all article models in A,
and rank them given θ as query.

Now that we know the most similar article αj to α, a straightforward way
to project the later to intent space is to use αj ’s associated article intent model:

θ̂
I

= θIj . However, this direct association discards any semantic differences that
exist between the two articles, and implies that, in the intent space, both articles
are identical. We try to prevent this by smoothing θIj with information from θ. We
do so using a linear combination of the two models:

θI = ξθ̂
I

+ (1− ξ)θ,

where ξ is a parameter defining the weight of each language model.

7.4.3 Query models

In the previous sections we have presented our approach to training article models,
and article intent models. Next, we move on to show how to use these models for
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estimating a query q̂ that captures user intent for a user who has issued a query q
and read the article d. A straightforward way to go about q̂ is to think of both q,
and d as representative for the user’s intent. In this respect, q̂ is written as:

q̂ART := ρqθq + (1− ρq)
∑

i∈{c,p,o,l,t}

κi · iθ, (7.2)

where ART denotes that the estimation of the query is based on the article model of
d and the language model of the issued query q, ρq stands for the weight assigned
to the query language model θq, and κi denotes the weights for the different article
language models iθn, i.e., content, named entities, and temporal expressions.

A closer look at (7.2) reveals that this type of query model has limited scope for
modeling user intent due to the little amount of information available for training.
We foresee the quality of the recommendations to be bound by the semantic
similarity between the input and the available articles, possibly constraining the
user to a low diversity set of recommendations; the so-called “filter bubble” (Fleder
and Hosanagar, 2007; Herlocker et al., 2004; Pariser, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012).
Although this mechanism can serve certain user groups well, it ignores users who
are interested in reading other aspects of the initial article, or in finding additional,
not directly related, information to it. How can we get the best of both worlds in
one query model?

We hypothesize that article intent models can help reduce the effects of the
“filter bubble” and provide more diverse recommendations because they built on
what other users have read in the past. In this respect, we estimate the query q̂AIM

from the article intent models associated with d:

q̂AIM :=

|V |∑
ν

βν ·
∑

i∈{c,p,o,l,t}

κi · iθI , (7.3)

where AIM denotes the estimation of the query based on article intent models,
V is a vector with article intent models for d, and βν is a weight for each article
intent model in V .

So, are we done? In a scenario where AIMs are trained on unlimited data,
they are expected to be promising surrogates for user intent. However, in practice
AIMs are trained on the limited data available in query logs, where noise and data
sparsity are typical. These two issues can introduce topical drift in the training
process with negative effects on the recommendation power of the AIMs, and
therefore on the recommendation quality if AIMs were to replace article models in
q̂. We account for this potential issue by estimating q̂ as a mixture model of the
user’s query, the first article they read, and the article intent models of the first
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article. We define the mixture model q̂ART+AIM as:

q̂ART+AIM := βinc q̂
ART + q̂AIM

= βinc q̂
ART +

|Vn|∑
ν=1

βν ·
∑

i∈{c,p,o,l,t}

κi · iθIn, (7.4)

where βinc is the weight regulating the importance of the user’s query and the first
read article.

7.4.4 Weighting schemes

The query models presented in (7.2)–(7.4) have a number of parameters that
need to be estimated, and a typical approach to it is to use methods for super-
vised learning. In particular, without imposing any restriction on the number of
parameters, the model could assign one weight per article in every user trace,
which asks for significant amounts of training data. This requirement renders
supervised learning unsuitable for an online setting, where the pool of articles
expands continuously, or where (labeled) training data is scarce. The approaches
we describe next aim at overcoming this problem by producing the query mixture
model q̂ART+AIM without the need for training. They build on knowledge derived
from the distribution of similarities between the θIn vectors. The hypothesis is that
the semantic similarity between an incoming article and its intent models is a good
surrogate for regulating weights in query mixture models. In the next paragraphs,
we describe five strategies that create query mixture models for an article model,
using one or several article intent models. We separate the two cases of one and
many article intent models because of the implications in weighting.

Merge We begin with a simple approach, namely, assign no weights to the
article or to its article intent models, but merge their contents before training
language models for content, named entities, and temporal expression. This can
be generalized for any number of article intent models we want to consider.

Pairwise This technique considers mixture models for an article and its most
similar article intent model. We assign the incoming article model weight βinc =
1− sν , and the article intent model the weight βν = sν , where 0 ≤ sν ≤ 1 is the
semantic similarity between them. We also try the reverse, namely, the incoming
article weight is set to βinc = sν , and the article intent model weight is set to
βν = 1− sν . We refer to this second approach as Pairwise-R.
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Average When it comes to adding more than one AIM to the mixture model, we
need to decide on a weight for d, while βν = sν . One way is to assume that the
language model of the incoming article is an article intent model trained only on
itself, resulting in a weight of 1. Then, we enforce the constraint that all weights
sum up to 1:

βinc + β1 + · · ·+ βν = 1,

where βinc = 1, which transforms the weights to:

β′ν =
sν

1 + s1 + · · ·+ sν
.

Median The previous approach makes the assumption that an article model is
semantically identical to an article intent model. We relax this assumption by
weighting the incoming article proportionally to the set of its article intent models.
The weights of similar article intent models show a broad range of values, therefore
their median value can be a good indicator for weighting the incoming article. In
other words, if the median value is high, then we give preference to the article
intent models as they are likely to bear more information, and vice-versa, if the
median value is low, then we give preference to the incoming article as it is likely
to be more informative for retrieval. Formally:

βinc = 1−m({β1 + · · ·+ βν}),

where m() is the median value.

7.5 Retrieval

All the formulations—of defining a query model, i.e., q̂ART , q̂AIM , q̂ART+AIM—
that we presented so far build comparable model representations. In order to
retrieve articles, represented by either their language or intent models, as a
response to a query q̂ we use the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence. This is,
given two vectors of models θt and θn we compute a score as

score(θt||θn) := sKL(θt|θn) (7.5)

=
∑

vc∈{c,p,o,l,t}

[∑
w

P (w|vcθt) log
P (w|vcθt)
P (w|vcθn)

+
∑
w

P (w|vcθn) log
P (w|vcθn)

P (w|vcθt)

]
,
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of the date difference in days between the articles users
have clicked in a session, aggregated over all sessions. Positive difference indicates
articles published prior to the input article. Showing differences less than 10 days
for clarity.

where w is a token from the union of tokens in the respective language models.
In order to recommend articles, we need to rank q̂ with respect to αn. In this

case q̂ plays the role of θt in (7.5) and θn or θIn play the role of θn, when we
consider the model of the article or its AIM respectively.

Temporal bias Our ranking model assumes a uniform distribution over the
likelihood of user preference on ranked documents. We examine whether this
assumption holds by plotting the time difference of publication of articles that users
visited after reading an initial article. Fig. 7.3 shows the user preference is biased
towards articles published close to the first article they read. It has a strong peak at
0 days, rapidly decreasing in both sides, possibly due to the presentation bias in the
search results. We model this phenomenon with the standard Cauchy distribution
(for other modeling approaches, refer to Section 7.8), which introduces a bias
towards articles visited shortly after the article at hand:

prior(α) =
1

π

[
1

(δα − j)2 + 1

]
,
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where α is an article, δα is the publication time difference between α and αn, and
j = 0 because of Fig. 7.3.

7.6 Experimental setup

In this section we describe our research questions, experiments, dataset and
evaluation methodology. Our main research question we aim to answer is whether
our query models can help in the task of context discovery. We study this question
in the following three dimensions:

RQ 10/1. What is the effect on retrieval effectiveness of query models trained on
the source article, the source article’s intent models, and their combination?
What is the effect of temporal bias on the retrieval model?

RQ 10/2. What is the effect in performance of our four weighting schemes, i.e.,
Merge, Pairwise, Average, Median?

RQ 10/3. Can retrieval effectiveness be improved if we change the unit of retrieval
from articles to article intent models?

To answer these research questions, we proceed as follows. First, we compare the
three query models we presented in Section 7.4.3 which use either the query and
the incoming article, or the article’s intent model, or their combination. We study
the effect of temporal bias in retrieval performance using retrieval models with
and without temporal priors. Next, we focus on weighting schemes for generating
the query mixture models, and compare each of them. Finally, we change our
index from articles to article intent models, and use our query models to retrieve
article intent models which are then mapped to articles in a post-retrieval stage.

In Table 7.2 we list the alternatives we consider, along with their corresponding
features. Runs that use only the article for modeling the query are denoted
with ART, those using only article intent models are marked as AIM, and their
combination as ART + AIM. Query models on temporally biased retrieval models
have a superscript T, and different weighting methods are denoted in the subscript.
For example, ART + AIMT

M is a query model that uses both the incoming article
and the article intent models using the Median weighting method, on a temporally
biased retrieval model.

7.6.1 Dataset

Our dataset consists of 14,180 news articles from Yahoo! News published in
February 2011, and a parallel corpus of query logs from Yahoo! Search. We apply
several preprocessing steps. We extract named entities using the SuperSense
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Table 7.2: Retrieval models we consider.
Input model

Model Temp.Prior Article # AIM Enhanced Weighting Eq.

Models retrieve articles
ART — X — No — (7.2)
ARTT X X — No — (7.2)
AIM — — 1 No — (7.3)
AIMT X — 1 No — (7.3)
ART+AIM — X 1 No Merge (7.4)
ART+AIMT X X 1 No Merge (7.4)
ART+AIMT

P X X 1 No Pairwise (7.4)
ART+AIMT

PR X X 1 No Pairwise-R (7.4)
ART+AIMT

A X X N No Average (7.4)
ART+AIMT

M X X N No Median (7.4)

Models retrieve AIMs
AIM−AIM — — 1 No —
AIM−AIMe — — 1 Yes —

tagger,1 and time expressions using the TARSQI Toolkit.2 The query stream is
segmented into several sets of related information-seeking queries, i.e., logical
sessions using the technique in (Boldi et al., 2008). The logical sessions are pruned
to contain only queries and articles that exist in our article dataset.

Our experiments include a training, and a testing phase. We use 75% of the
logical sessions for training article intent models for 3,060 articles, and use the
remaining 25% as ground truth for 434 query test articles.

7.6.2 Evaluation

We assemble our ground truth as follows. From the logical sessions in the test
set we consider the first user query and article in the session as our input, and
consider every following article as relevant to this input. This process results in a
ground truth of 511 relevant documents for 434 queries (max/min/avg: 3/1/1.18
relevant articles per query).

In our experiments we work as follows. Given a user’s query and an article, we
generate a query q̂ with our methods which we then use to retrieve articles from
either an index of articles, or article intent models. We treat the user query and
the input article equally, i.e., we set ρq = 0.5 in (7.2). For query mixture models,

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag – accessed October 28, 2012
2http://www.timeml.org/site/tarsqi/ – accessed October 28, 2012

http://sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag
http://www.timeml.org/site/tarsqi/
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we consider one article intent model, the most similar to the input article.
For our experiments we use the Indri framework (Metzler and Croft, 2004). We

set the weights in an independent held-out data-set as follows: for named entities
to 0.1, for temporal expressions to 0.1, and for the article content to 0.6. The
smoothing parameter for Dirichlet smoothing is set to µ = 2, 500, except otherwise
stated. For articles without article intent models, we set ξ = 0.5. We report on
standard IR measures: precision at 5 (P@5), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), mean
average precision (MAP), and r-precision (Rprec). Statistical significance is tested
using a two-tailed paired t-test and is marked as N (or H) for significant differences
for α = .01, or M (and O) for α = .05.

7.7 Results and analysis

In this section we report on the results of our three experiments: (a) query models
and temporal bias in retrieval, (b) weighting schemes for generating query mixture
models, and (c) retrieval on article intent model index.

RQ 10/1. In our first experiment, we test our three query modeling methods we
described in Section 7.4.3: (a) the incoming article (ART), (b) the article intent
models (AIM), and (c) their combination (ART + AIM). These models are tested
on two retrieval models, one with, and one without temporal bias. Our baseline is
set to the method that uses only the incoming article (AIM, and ARTT).

Table 7.3 lists the performance of these systems with (top-half) and with-
out (bottom-half) temporal bias in the retrieval process. In the retrieval setting
without temporal bias, the baseline proves strong, and outperforms both AIM,
and ART + AIM. In the retrieval setting with temporal bias the picture changes.
ARTT outperforms AIM in MAP, MRR, and P@5. ART + AIMT, the combination
of incoming article, and the most similar article intent model, yields the best run,
and outperforms the baseline in all metrics, statistically significantly so.

We explain the lower performance of AIM, and AIMT (using only article
intent models) by the fact that both models are dependent on the similarity
of the incoming article to the article intent model. This dependency results in
many instances to model the incoming user query–article pair with article intent
models that are topically far away from the input pair. This sensitivity is smoothed
out successfully in ART + AIMT where content from the input pair reduces the
potential topical drift from the article intent model.

RQ 10/2. In our second experiment we compare the effect of the weighting
methods in Section 7.4.4. We set the baseline to the best run so far, ART + AIMT,
which uses uniform weights. The retrieval method is temporally biased.
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Table 7.3: Retrieval performance for three query modeling methods using: (a) only
the incoming article ART, (b) only article intent models AIM, (c) a combination
of the two ART + AIM, with and without temporal bias in retrieval. Boldface
indicates best performance in the respective metric. Statistical significance tested
against ART.

Run Rel.Ret. MAP RPrec MRR P@5

Without temporal bias
ART 239 0.2775 0.1916 0.2871 0.0889
AIM 200 0.2349O 0.1778 0.2546 0.0779O

ART+AIM 234 0.2619 0.1832 0.2800 0.0889

With temporal bias
ARTT 253 0.3103 0.2216 0.3230 0.1009
AIMT 193 0.2450H 0.1790O 0.2620H 0.0797H

ART+AIMT 261 0.3385M 0.2561M 0.3568M 0.1083M

Table 7.4: Retrieval performance for five weighting schemes for creating input
article–article intent mixture models. Boldface indicates best performance in the
respective metric. Statistical significance tested against ART + AIMT.

Run Rel.Ret. MAP RPrec MRR P@5

ART+AIMT 261 0.3385 0.2561 0.3568 0.1083

ART+AIMT
P 252 0.3159 0.2289 0.3284O 0.1037

ART+AIMT
PR 252 0.3110O 0.2254 0.3238H 0.1014O

ART+AIMT
A 253 0.3116O 0.2289 0.3252O 0.1009O

ART+AIMT
M 249 0.3104O 0.2289 0.3248H 0.1000H

In Table 7.4 we list the results from our five weighting schemes. ART + AIMT

turns out to be the best model, and outperforms other weighting methods with
statistical significant differences in most metrics. For the other weighting schemes,
performance hovers at similar levels. We believe this is one indication that the
semantic similarity between the incoming article, and the article intent models
may not be as discriminative as we hypothesized for assigning weights.

RQ 10/3. In our third experiment, we look at methods that retrieve article
intent models instead of articles. We use (7.3) for query modeling, and we issue
queries to an index of article intent models. The retrieved article intent models are
mapped back to articles. We consider two methods for performing the mapping.
AIM−AIM maps a retrieved article intent model to the most similar article in
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Table 7.5: Retrieval performance for two systems retrieving article intent models,
and then mapping them to articles.

Run MAP RPrec MRR P@5

AIM−AIM 0.1664 0.1025 0.1821 0.0659
AIM−AIMe 0.1431 0.0895 0.1608 0.0512

the dataset, and AIM−AIMe maps a retrieved article intent model to the I most
similar articles.

Table 7.5 lists the performance of the two methods. AIM−AIM achieves
higher scores than AIM−AIMe, however, the differences are not statistically sig-
nificant. We explain this from the additional number of articles per returned article
intent model that AIM−AIMe returns which can hurt performance especially in
precision oriented metrics.

Although the results obtained here are not directly comparable to those re-
ported for retrieving articles because we are using a different index (an index of
article intent models instead of article models), we observe a decrease in perfor-
mance compared to those from methods that directly retrieve articles. We identify
two reasons for the decrease in performance. First, moving from an input article
to an article intent model is an error prone process because it is based on query
logs that can be noisy and introduce topical drift. This issue was also evident in
our first experiment where we used only article intent models for query modeling.
Then, when we move back from the retrieved intent models to articles, additional
noise accumulates multiplying the negative effects in retrieval effectiveness.

In sum, our experiments demonstrate the validity of our hypotheses (that combin-
ing the information from article and article intent models can improve retrieval
effectiveness), and the utility of our query models to capture user intent for pre-
dicting articles that a user will visit next. The most successful strategy is to use
information from both the input query and article, and article intent models for
query modeling. For mixing the two sources, uniform weighting proves the most
effective. Performance is further improved with the use of temporally biased
retrieval models.

7.8 Discussion

To better understand the performance of our methods, we perform an analysis in
the following directions: (a) temporal modeling, (b) the number of article intent
models we consider, and (c) parameter optimization.
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Table 7.6: Retrieval performance for three temporal models using: (a) Cauchy dis-
tribution, (b) a block function, and (c) Laplace distribution. Statistical significance
tested against ART + AIMT with Cauchy prior.

Model Rel.Ret. MAP RPrec MRR P@5

ART+AIMT 261 0.3385 0.2561 0.3568 0.1083

Block 279 0.3214 0.2266O 0.3398 0.1046
Laplace 251 0.3299O 0.2527 0.3485O 0.1041H

Temporal modeling In our temporally biased retrieval models, we use the
Cauchy distribution for modeling the bias of users towards news articles tem-
porally closer to αn. We try to fit different models on the distribution shown in
Fig. 7.3, and look at a block function, and at the Laplace distribution. From the
shape of the distribution in Fig. 7.3 we derive the block function:

F (x) =


e−x+2, x > 2,

ex, 2 ≤ x ≤ 2,

ex−2, x < 2.

The Laplace distribution is defined as:

F (x) =
1

2b

{
e−

µ−x
b , x < µ,

e−
x−µ
b , x ≥ µ.

with µ = 0, b = 1 derived from the data. We test the potential of these models
as priors on our best run, ART + AIMT, replacing the Cauchy prior with a prior
from the block function, and the Laplace distribution, respectively. From the
results in Table 7.6, the Cauchy prior marks the best performance among the
temporal models. Comparing the Laplace distribution to the block function, the
Laplace distribution recalls less documents, with higher precision (Rprec). The
block function shows the opposite behavior; it shows the highest recall among all
methods in expense of precision.

Number of article intent models In our experiments for query mixture models
we used one article intent model, the most similar to the input article. Here, we
explore the effect on retrieval effectiveness by incrementally increasing the number
of article intent models we consider.

In Table 7.7 we list the results from combining one, up to four article intent
models with the input article. Increasing the number of article intent models shows
to hurt performance for all methods. ART + AIMT achieves the best performance
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Table 7.7: MAP scores for three weighting schemes for combining one to four
article intent models with the incoming article.

# Article intent models
Model 1 2 3 4

ART+AIMT 0.3385 0.2276 0.1878 0.1764
ART+AIMT

A 0.3116 0.3106 0.3141 0.3037
ART+AIMT

M 0.3104 0.3107 0.3085 0.2990

across the board for N = 1. Each method peaks at different number of article
intent models; ART + AIMT

A peaks at N = 3, and ART + AIMT
M at N = 2. The

differences in performance at various N , however, for the latter two models are
small.

The performance of ART + AIMT decreases quickly as N increases. A possible
explanation is that this is due to the uniform weights assigned to the input article
and to the article intent models. Uniform weights allow article intent models that
are topically far away from the input article to be weighted equally, multiplying the
effects of topical drift. The weighting schemes of ART + AIMT

A and ART + AIMT
M

manage to account for this effect and show relatively stable performance for all N .

Parameter optimization Finally, we explore the effect of the language model
smoothing parameter on retrieval effectiveness. In our particular setting, the query
models are much longer compared to traditional web search queries because they
contain the entire contents of news articles, and for query mixture models, they
contain the contents from several news articles. We perform a parameter sweep
on the Dirichlet smoothing parameter µ for two runs: ART, and ART + AIMT.
Fig. 7.4 illustrates the retrieval performance in MAP over µ. The performance
remains stable across a large range of values. We believe this is due to the large
size of the query, which lessens the effects of smoothing.

7.9 Conclusions and outlook

Following up the studies in the previous two chapters, in this chapter we looked
at user behavior in “open” environments, where users are browsing the web for
online news to fulfill an information need. We looked at this type of behavior
through the lens of the context discovery task: given a query from a user, and the
first article they visit, the system recommends articles that the user may want to
visit next. The task takes place in near real-time, and systems need to suggest
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Figure 7.4: Retrieval effectiveness in MAP for the runs ART, and ART + AIMT

over a range of values for the smoothing parameter µ.

articles not necessarily seen before. The system tries to capture the user browsing
intent, and to take into account the change in intent after the user visits the first
article.

We focused on an instantiation of the task, and in particular on the news
domain. We approached the task as a retrieval problem, and developed query
modeling methods that aim to capture user intent. We introduced the article intent
models, which are trained on the content of user queries and news articles that
users have had visited, extracted from user trails in query logs. We presented
methods for modeling user intent in a query, and several weighting schemes for
generating this query mixture models. The results from our experiments provide
the following answers to the research questions raised in Section 7.1:

RQ 10/1. What is the effect on retrieval effectiveness of query models
trained on the source article, the source article’s intent models,
and their combination? What is the effect of temporal bias
on the retrieval model?

We found that query models based on the linear combination
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of models trained on the source article, and the source article’s
intent models using temporal bias lead to the best retrieval
performance.

RQ 10/2. What is the retrieval effect on performance of our weighting
schemes?

Uniform weights over the individual query models outperform
other weighting schemes. In terms of the number of article
intent models to include in the query model, we found that
using one article intent model leads to the best performance.

RQ 10/3. Can retrieval effectiveness be improved if we change the unit
of retrieval from articles to article intent models?

Our experiments showed that using article intent models
as unit of retrieval is unable to outperform retrieval using
articles as unit of retrieval. We believe this discrepancy is due
to the additional noise that is being introduced when moving
from the intent space to the article space.

In future work, we envisage to enhance our query modeling methods with
more elaborate term selection and weighting schemes. Also, given that our query
models are of similar length to the documents to be retrieved, it is particularly
interesting to us to study the effect on retrieval performance after changing the
Kullback-leibler retrieval model to one of the hypergeometric retrieval models
we presented in Chapter 4. Further, we plan on extending our query models for
incremental updating so we are able to make suggestions given parts of a user trail.
Finally, we would like to validate the models presented here with a user-based
study, to determine whether the effect of the suggestions produce any behavioral
difference in human readers. We believe this line of work is useful to online news
agents for increasing the user engagement of their web presence.

With this chapter we complete the second part of the thesis which focused
on predicting behavior. What follows is a summary of this, and the previous two
chapters before we move to the conclusions and future research directions.


